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Vocabulary Levels Test

This is a vocabulary test.  You must choose the right word to go with each meaning.  Write
the number of that word next to its meaning.  Here is an example.

1. business
2. clock ________ part of a house
3. horse ________ animal with four legs
4. pencil ________ something used for writing
5. shoe
6. wall

You answer it in the following way:

1. business
2. clock ___6____ part of a house
3. horse ___3____ animal with four legs
4. pencil ___4____ something used for writing
5. shoe
6. wall

Some words are in the test to make it more difficult.  You do not have to find a meaning for
those words.  In the example above, these words are business, clock and shoe.

Try to do every part of the test.

The 2 000-word level

1. original
2. private ________  comple te
3. royal ________  first
4. slow ________  not public
5. sorry
6. total

1. apply
2. elect ________  choose by voting
3. jump ________  become like water
4. manufacture ________  make
5. melt
6. threaten

1. blame
2. hide ________  keep away from sight
3. hit ________  have a bad effect on something
4. invite ________  ask
5. pour
6. spoil
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1. accident
2. choice ________  having a high opinion of yourself
3. debt ________  something you must pay
4. fortune ________  loud, deep sound
5. pride
6. roar

1. basket
2. crop ________  money paid regularly for doing a

    job
3. flesh ________  heat
4. salary ________  meat
5. temperature
6. thread

1. birth
2. dust ________  being born
3. operation ________  game
4. row ________  winning
5. sport
6. victory

The 3 000-word level

1. administration
2. angel ________  managing business and affairs
3. front ________  spirit who served God
4. herd ________  group of animals
5. mate
6. pond

1. bench
2. charity ________  part of a country
3. fort ________  help to the poor
4. jar ________  long seat
5. mirror
6. province

1. coach
2. darling ________  a thin , flat piece cut from

     something
3. echo ________  person who is loved very

      much
4. interior ________  sound reflected back to

     you
5. opera
6. slice
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1. marble
2. palm ________  inner surface of your hand
3. ridge ________  excited feeling
4. scheme ________  plan
5. statue
6. thrill

1. discharge
2. encounter ________  use pictures or examples

    to show the meaning
3. illustrate
4. knit ________  meet
5. prevail ________  throw up into the air
6. toss

1. annual
2. blank ________  happening once a year
3. brilliant ________  certain
4. concealed ________  wild
5. definite
6. savage

The 5 000-word level

1. alcohol
2. apron ________  cloth worn in front to protect

                               your clothes
3. lure ________  stage of development
4. mess ________  state of untidiness or dirtiness
5. phase
6. plank

1. circus
2. jungle ________  speech given by priest in a church
3. nomination ________  seat without back or arms
4. sermon ________  musical instrument
5. stool
6. trumpet

1. apparatus
2. compliment ________  set of instruments or machinery
3. revenue ________  money received by the

    government
4. scrap ________  expression of admiration
5. tile
6. ward
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1. bruise
2. exile ________  agreement using property as

                                            security for debt
3. ledge
4. mortgage ________  narrow shelf
5. shovel ________  dark place on your body caused
6. switch     by hitting

1. blend
2. devise ________  hold tightly in your arms
3. embroider ________  plan or invent
4. hug ________  mix
5. imply
6. paste

1. desolate
2. fragrant ________  good for your health
3. gloomy ________  sweet-smelling
4. profound ________  dark or sad
5. radical
6. wholesome

The University Word List Level

1. affluence
2. axis ________  introduction of a new thing
3. episode ________  one event in a series
4. innovation ________  wealth
5. precision
6. tissue

1. deficiency
2. magnitude ________  swinging from side to side
3. oscillation ________  respect
4. prestige ________  lack
5. sanction
6. specification

1. configuration
2. discourse ________  shape
3. hypothesis ________  speech
4. intersection ________  theory
5. partisan
6. propensity

1. anonymous
2. indigenous ________  without the writer’s name
3. maternal ________  least possible amount
4. minimum ________  native
5. nutrient
6. modification
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1. elementary
2. negative ________  of the beginning stage
3. static ________  not moving or changing
4. random ________  final, furthest
5. reluctant
6. ultimate

1. coincide
2. coordinate ________  prevent people from doing

                                           something they want to do
3. expel
4. frustrate ________  add to
5. supplement ________  send out by force
6. transfer

The 10 000-word level

1. acquiesce
2. contaminate ________  work at something without

                               serious intentions
3. crease
4. dabble ________  accept without protest
5. rape ________  make a fold on cloth or paper
6. squint

1. blaspheme
2. endorse ________  give care and food to
3. nurture ________  speak badly about God
4. overhaul ________  slip or slide
5. skid
6. straggle

1. auxiliary
2. candid ________  full of self-importance
3. dubious ________  helping, adding support
4. morose ________  bad-tempered
5. pompous
6. temporal

1. anterior
2. concave ________  small and weak
3. interminable ________  easily changing
4. puny ________  endless
5. volatile
6. wicker
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1. dregs
2. flurry ________  worst and most useless parts of

    anything
3. hostage ________  natural liquid present in the

    mouth
4. jumble ________  confused mixture
5. saliva
6. truce

1. auspices
2. casualty ________  being away from other people
3. froth ________  someone killed or injured
4. haunch ________  noisy and happy celebration
5. revelry
6. seclusion


